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Lesson Overview: Students will learn that trees 
can sometimes survive fire. They will create a 
human model that demonstrates how trees 
survive fire and how fire scars form. Then they 
will describe the fire history of cross sections 
(“tree cookies”) from fire-scarred trees. 
 
Lesson Goal: Increase students’ understanding 
that some trees survive many fires and that there can be a lot of variety in the fire scar record 
among trees within a forest.  
 
Objectives:  

• Students can identify a fire scar on a tree cookie. 
• Students can recognize variety in trees’ fire histories give some reasons for variation. 

 
Standards:   1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 
CCSS  Reading 

Informational 
Texts 

1, 2, 4, 7, 
10 

1, 2, 4, 7, 
10 1, 2, 4, 7, 10 1, 2, 4, 7, 10 4, 7, 10 

Writing 2, 7, 8 2, 7, 8 2, 7, 10 2, 7, 9, 10 2, 7, 9, 10 
Speaking/ 
Listening 1, 2, 4, 6 1, 2, 4, 6 1, 2, 4, 6 1, 2, 4, 6 1, 2, 4, 6 
Language 1, 2, 4, 6 1, 2, 4, 6 1, 2, 3, 4, 6 1, 2, 3, 4, 6 1, 2, 3, 4, 6 

NGSS Molecules to 
Organisms: 
Structure and 
Process LS1.B         
From Molecules 
to Organisms: 
Structure and 
Processes 

LS1.A, 
LS1.B    LS1.B     

Engineering 
Design  ETS1.B   ETS1.B 
Earth’s Systems 

  
ESS2.D ESS1.C 

 

EEEGL Strand 1 A,B,C,E,F,G 
 
  

13-2. Tree Biography, Forest Biography 
 

Subjects: Science, Mathematics, 
Reading, Writing 
Duration: Two half-hour sessions 
Group size: Whole class 
Setting: Classroom.  
Vocabulary: catface, fire scar 
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Teacher Background: Fire has been a part of the history of most forests in North America for 
thousands of years. Tree growth rings and fire scars (scars made by fires on tree trunks) tell 
about a forest’s fire history. In this activity, students participate in a short drama that helps 
them visualize how fire can scar a tree without killing it. Then they make observations, record 
data, and use this information to imagine and tell the history of a single tree that has survived 
several fires during its lifetime.  
 
Fire scientists use many specialized terms to describe fires and their effects. For this grade level, 
we simplify a bit. We use “surface fire” – a term that students learned when they modeled the 
parts of a living tree (Activity E09) – to mean fires that burn underneath the large trees in a 
forest without killing them. However, you should be aware that surface fires actually can kill 
even large trees by killing their cambium or roots. At this grade level, we might refer to that 
kind of fire as a “very hot” surface fire. At higher grade levels, we use more precise technical 
terms: low-severity fire for fires that kill few or none of the mature trees, and stand-replacing 
fire for fires that kill most of the mature trees (because a new generation of trees usually 
develops to “replace” the ones killed by fire). 
 
We also simplify for this grade level by assuming that a tree produces one (and only one) 
growth ring each year. That is not always true, as students learned in Activity 13-1. My Tree 
Autobiography: Seeing History through Trees’ Growth Rings.  
 
Materials and preparation:  

• Find a small whisk broom and a piece of black plastic or cloth about 25 cm wide and 0.5-1.0 
m long. 

• Make 1 copy/student of Handout E13-2-01. Tree Stories. 
• View the video at www.youtube.com/watch?v=MyFBYQh_S_M to see how the human 

model of fire scar formation works. The model is also described in Step 3 below. 
• Download and project E13_2_FireScars.pptx. You will show the presentation in 3 separate 

parts:  
o Use Slide 1 to introduce the concept of a fire scar (Step 2 below).  
o Use Slides 2-8 to show how fire-scarred tree cookies are sampled in the field (Step 

4).  
o You may want to use Slide 9 to introduce the Assessment. It is the same graphic that 

is given in Handout E13-2-01. 
• Display the long poster that shows a fire-scarred tree trunk (LifesizeFireScar.pptx). Hang it 

so its bottom reaches the floor.  
• Display the fire-scarred tree cookie(s) from the FireWorks trunk. Every FireWorks trunk 

contains different specimen(s). Materials in your trunk should contain keys to the cookies’ 
fire history.  

• Get out the tree cookie photo posters and the Cookie Book from the trunk for use in the 
Assessment. These are also available in the folder FireHistoryMaterials: 
CookiePostersNRM-Cascades.pptx and CookieBookNRM-Cascades.pptx. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MyFBYQh_S_M
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Procedure: 

1. Examine the long poster of the fire-scarred tree trunk (in 
the trunk or projected from LifesizeFireScar.pptx) with 
the class. Ask: Have you ever seen a catface1 like this on 
a tree trunk? What caused it? Anything that scrapes 
away the tree’s bark and kills part of its cambium can 
create a scar like this, called a “catface”. The catface on 
this tree was created by many fires. Fire-scarred 
catfaces usually start from the ground and are roughly 
triangular.  

2. Explain: The photo is only about half the height of the 
actual catface. Let’s compare our heights to the height 
of the catface. Measure the heights of a few tall 
students in the classroom. Using the green 1-meter scale 
on the left side of the tree, estimate where the students’ 
heights would be. Place sticky notes on the poster to show the students’ heights relative to 
the height of the catface. 

3. Show the first slide in 
E13_2_FireScars.pptx. Explain: These are 
photos of catfaces. Look at the close-up, 
which shows just half of a catface. Why do 
you think it shows vertical “folds” in the 
black scar? Each fold shows where the tree 
grew new wood from the living cambium at 
the edge of the fire-damaged wood. Each 
fold is a fire scar. How many fires have 
scarred this tree? (If you show the slide in 
“Normal” view, you can select the close-up 
photo and zoom in so students can count the 
scars.)  The photo shows scars from at least 
14 fires. 

4. Explain: We are going to do an activity together, as a class, to learn more about how fire 
scars form.  

                                                           
1 The term “catface” probably originated when turpentine collectors made successive gashes, year after year, on 
the trunks of pine trees in the forests of the southeastern United States. The vertical stacks of diagonal cuts looked 
a little like a cat’s whiskers, hence the term. 

Slide 1. 
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a) One student stands up and holds his/her arms out in a circle, forming a ring that 
represents the tree’s cambium – the layer under the bark that is essential for continued 
growth.  

b) One student acts as a surface fire. He/she 
uses the whisk broom to “burn” from one 
side of the tree around to the other side 
and then continues on away from the tree. 
Explain: This is a surface fire. It might kill a 
few trees, but it is not “hot” enough to kill 
very many, like a crown fire would.  

c) Interview the “tree.” Ask how he/she felt 
during the fire. Point out that the tree is 
still alive, since it is talking!  

d) Explain: The tree is alive, but the fire was hot enough to kill a little of the cambium, the 
area where the student’s hands are. Drape your piece of black cloth or plastic over the 
“killed” section to remind the class that these cells are dead and cannot produce a new 
growth ring the next year.  

e) Explain: A year has gone by. Get two more students to help, one standing on each side 
of the “tree.” They are the next year’s growth ring. Each places a hand against the arm 
of the “tree,” right at the edge of the area killed by fire (which is covered in black). They 
can’t cover the black area because those cells are dead, unable to divide anymore. 

f) Get two more students to represent the tree’s growth in the second year after fire. They 
place their hands on top of those of the last two students. Their hands can overlap the 
black cloth a little, curling around the fingertips that represent last year’s growth. This 
shows that the cells at the edges of the scar divide both outward and laterally, so wood 
is beginning to grow over the scar. This is how the “bubble” of growth forms at each 
side of a fire scar.  

g) Use more pairs of students to represent more years of growth after fire so they can see 
how the new wood curls over the old scar. 

h) Point out that fire created two vertical creases in the wood – one on each side of the 
catface.  

i) If you wish, have another surface fire and form two more bubbles of postfire growth, 
one on each side of the catface.  

j) Explain: Sometimes the growing wood from the two sides of the fire scar comes 
together from both sides. Do you see how that could happen? Then the bark covering 
the live wood also comes together. Eventually, the bark hides the scar from anyone who 
doesn’t know about fire scars. To those “in the know,” like this class, a sort of caved-in 
look suggests that the tree has survived many surface fires and has had a long time to 
heal.  

A living model of tree cambium and fire scar 
formation.  
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5. With the class, examine the fire-scarred tree cross section(s) from the trunk.  
 

6. Explain: Let’s see how scientists get samples like these. Go through Slides 2-8 of E13-
_2_FireScars.pptx:  
Slide 
2 

These 3 wood specimens (sometimes called “tree 
cookies”) and all of the specimens used in the 
Assessment were collected for the following study 
and are photographed and used with the authors’ 
permission: Heyerdahl, Emily K.; Loehman, Rachel 
A.; Falk, Donald A. 2014. Mixed-severity fire in 
lodgepole pine dominated forests: are historical 
regimes sustainable on Oregon's Pumice Plateau, 
USA? Canadian Journal of Forestry. 44(6): 593-603.  

 
Slide 
3 

 

Slide 
4 

 

Slide 
5 
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Slide 
6 

 

Slide 
7 

 

Slide 
8 
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Assessment:  

1. Ask: Do you think every surface fire in a forest scars every tree, or is there some variety? 
Why? Open discussion. Many things influence the amount of variation, including how 
uniform the fuels are, how uniformly moist they are, whether they are all in shade or sun, 
how uniform the trees are in bark thickness and history of previous scarring.  

2. Explain: We will work in groups to look at 11 fire-
scarred cookies, all taken from one location in 
central Oregon2. The first one is on Handout 
E13-2-01. Give each student a copy of the handout. 
Either complete Questions 1-4 together as a class 
(using Slide 9 from E13_2_FireScars.pptx) or have 
the students complete them independently.  

3. Get out the cookie photo posters (Cookie Posters 
NRM-Cascades.pptx). Show students the photo 
poster for Tree 01, which is the one featured on their 
handout. Hand out the other 10 photo posters from the trunk, one to each pair or group of 
students. Explain that the data table on the photo posters gives information on that tree’s 
fire history. You may want to go through the rows in the data table with the class – tree 
identification number, species, inner ring (oldest wood), outer ring (youngest wood), the 
years of all fire scars, and the years between fire scars.  

4. Explain: Use the photo and data on the poster to answer questions 5 and 6 on your 
handout. Then we’ll discuss how much variety this forest had in its fire history and how well 
(or poorly) the trees grew after the fires. DO NOT WRITE ON THE PHOTO POSTERS. 

5. After students have completed Questions 5 and 6, lead a discussion using at least the first 2 
of the following questions: 

o How much do trees vary in the number of fires that have scarred them? Start with “Who 
has a cookie with just 1 fire scar?” Tree 21 has just 1 scar from fire, although it has some 
other form of damage around the year 1970. “Who has 2… 3… more?” “Who has the 
most?” Tree 08, with 7 fire scars. (You can have students stand in the order of number 
of scars, least to most, showing their posters.) 

o What was the shortest time between fires? 26 years on Trees 03, 07, and 08. What was 
the longest time? 160 years on Tree 20 (You can have students move around to show 
these items in order, if you wish.) 

                                                           
2 Heyerdahl, Emily K.; Loehman, Rachel A.; Falk, Donald A. 2014. Mixed-severity fire in lodgepole pine dominated 
forests: are historical regimes sustainable on Oregon's Pumice Plateau, USA? Canadian Journal of Forestry. 44(6): 
593-603.  
 

Slide 9. 
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o Who has a cookie that showed very healthy growth after a fire? There are many. One of 
the best is Tree 07 after the 1580 fire. Show the class. Why might this happen? Maybe 
fire killed neighboring trees, so this one could get more water or sunlight. Maybe ash in 
the soil provided extra nutrition for the tree. 

o Who has a cookie that showed very poor growth after a fire? Several cookies show very 
narrow growth rings for 4-5 years after fire. Then most seem to increase growth for at 
least a while. Show the class. Why might this happen? Maybe the roots or crown were 
damaged by the fire. Maybe too much of the cambium was damaged, so the tree 
couldn’t get much water from the ground to the crown – or couldn’t get nutrients from 
the needles to the rest of the tree. 

o How old is the oldest growth ring in these cookies? Tree 30’s inner ring is the oldest, 
dated 1514. 

o Which cookie has the most growth rings? Tree 03, which has 347 growth rings. 

6. Explain: Now we’ll return to the question we started with: Do you think every surface fire 
in a forest scars every tree, or is there some variety? Why? EITHER COMPLETE THIS 
DISCUSSION TOGETHER OR HAVE STUDENTS WRITE A 1-PARAGRAPH ANSWER ON THE BACK 
OF THEIR HANDOUTS. 

 
Evaluation:  

 Excellent Fair Poor 
Questions 1-4 See the Answer Key for Handout E13-2-01. Tree Stories 
Questions 5-6 See the FireWorks cookie book (CookieBook_NRM-Cas.pptx) 

Class discussion Volunteered at least 1 
correct answer. 

Volunteered at least 1 
answer, even if not 
correct. 

Did not participate. 

Essay (if used) ~~Wrote complete 
paragraph.  
Stated that most 
forest stands with fire 
scars show variety 
because not every 
surface fire scars 
every tree.  
~~For further 
explanation, see the 
discussion notes 
under Step 1 of the 
Assessment. 

~~Did not write 
complete paragraph.  
~~Stated that most 
forest stands with fire 
scars have variety, but 
gave little explanation. 

~~Did not write 
complete paragraph.  
~~Stated that all 
surface fires scar 
every tree 

and/or 
~~Gave no reasons 
for answer. 
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Handout E13-2-01. Tree Stories 
Name: _____________________ 
 
Here is a cookie from a fallen log or stump that was found in central Oregon. The tree was a 
lodgepole pine. It has one fire scar.  

1. Draw an arrow marking each end of the fire scar. Label your arrows. 
2. Draw an arrow to show first growth ring in the tree. This is called the pith. Label the arrow. 

 

 
3. About how old was Tree 01 when it was scarred by fire? About _________ years old 
4. Count as many rings on Tree 01 as you can between the fire scar and the bark. The rings 

right under the bark are too tiny to count, so your count will be a minimum. Then complete 
this sentence: At least _________ years went by after the fire.  

ANSWER THESE QUESTIONS ONLY AFTER YOU ARE ASSIGNED A TREE PHOTO POSTER: 

5. How many scars on your tree cookie were made by fire? ____________ 
6. How many growth rings are on your tree cookie? _______________ 

  

Tree 01 
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Answer Key for Handout E13-2-01. Tree Stories 
 
Here is a cookie from a fallen log or stump that was found in central Oregon. The tree was a 
lodgepole pine. It has one fire scar.  

1. Draw an arrow marking each end of the fire scar. Label your arrows. 

2. Draw an arrow to show first growth ring in the tree. This is called the pith. Label the arrow. 

 

3. About how old was Tree 01 when it was scarred by fire? About 33 years old 

4. Count as many rings on Tree 01 as you can between the fire scar and the bark. The rings 
right under the bark are too tiny to count, so your count will be a minimum. Then complete 
this sentence: At least [any number >25 is acceptable here] years went by after the fire.  

 ANSWER THESE QUESTIONS ONLY AFTER YOU ARE ASSIGNED A TREE PHOTO POSTER: 

5. How many scars on your tree cookie were made by fire?  

6. How many growth rings are on your tree cookie?  
 

Tree 01 

End of fire scar 

End of fire scar 

Pith 

Consult the FireWorks cookie 
book (CookieBook_NRM-
Cas.pptx) for answers. 


